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go by Agra and Dilly [Delhi], from the last of which
it is 40 days jorney.
(£) Casmere in winter time is a cold place, and in it
is much frost and thick ice, which will beare several!
Elephants together. In it are great quantity of
Grapes, apples, peares and other fruit as in England;
many deare and also many beares, Tygers, &ca., but
no snakes. Their houses are built of brick, some
8 or 9 stories high. They have great store of wheate,
barley, rice, &ca,, the latter of which is sometimes sold
for 5 Maund I rupee ; Grapes ^ maund for rupee ;
also aboundance of roses. They have excellent good
wood, firr, &ca. box, as [in] England.
(c) They are excellently skilled in musick, and som
of their instruments are plaid upon with a Stick of
horse hare, as our base violds ; only the instrument is
made round in the middle, at one end of which, next
to the strings, is covered with a Skin like a drum ; but
the skin being not biger than the ball of a mans hand.
Their musick hath tunes much like ours in England.
(fT) In it [Kashmir] are Hindoos and people of
severall Countries, but of the Natives their Prophet
is Solomon who they say came thither and built their
great Cities and brought a man and a woman from all
Countries to inhabit theire,
(e) Their boats are built very long, some for 50 or
60 men to row in them, being exceeding long, and as
broad at each end as in the middle, having the house
to sit in placed at the fore end of the boate. They
have excellent Carpets [rugs] of 100 rupees a peece.
Their coynes are rupees and Cowries as in Indostand.
They have great quantities of salt, which they dig out
of Rock in vast great peeces, which is white and good.

